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Figure Intro. 1. Earthrise, photographed by William Anders, December 24, 1968, AS0814-2383 (NASA).

INTRODUCTION

Interpreting Astronaut Photography
“Through the eyes of the astronauts, we have seen more clearly than ever before this
precious earth essence that must be preserved. It might be given a new name borrowed
from space language: Earth Shine.” 1

—Anne Morrow Lindbergh, 1969

Two of the most famous Americans in aviation history attended the launch of
Apollo 8 on December 21, 1968: Charles and Anne Morrow Lindbergh. Anne

later recorded her observations of meeting the astronauts the day before the launch,
viewing the Saturn V, and analyzing the implications of what was probably the

most meaningful result of the Apollo program: humans seeing Earth from a great
distance. In an essay first published in newspapers and then in book form, she
reflected on the Earthrise photograph that dominated reactions to the mission
(Figure Intro. 1). While Charles and Anne shied away from the media intent on
documenting the journey of the astronauts, the couple likely felt a kinship with the
three Apollo 8 astronauts as visible public figures.

Lindbergh’s essay also captured the unspoken and sometimes unexpected ben-

efits of the Apollo program: the spiritual, intellectual, and inspirational aspects of
the distant view of Earth. The story of the photograph, a view titled even in mission-planning documents as “Earthrise,” symbolized the culmination of almost a

decade of astronaut photographic activity at NASA. Earthrise became one of the
defining visual moments of Apollo, combining the technical and mechanical with

1

the ethereal and emotional. The image expresses, in one frame, the sublimity of

engineering expertise in a politically driven nation. Earthrise became the single

best visual expression of traditional notions of American exceptionalism during

the so-called long 1960s. 2 Americans traveled to the Moon and returned having

“conquered” the space “frontier.”

Astronaut photography has profound importance to the fabric of American

culture, with the images shaping shared ideals about American life and society
for decades after. How we remember those events, either through living or
shared cultural memories, depends greatly on photographs taken during key

moments. I argue that more than print or television coverage, astronaut photo-

graphs shaped our collective memory of a period punctuated by moving and still

images of assassinations, urban riots, and military activity. Yet rarely do scholarly
works even consider astronaut photographs as part of the visual fabric of the
long 1960s. These images are more than just photographs to wow the viewer—
embodied in the images we most frequently encounter are the political, cultural,

and social symbols of the Space Race. This book seeks to redirect attention to
this period with a wider lens, integrating astronaut-captured photographs into

the visual narrative of the period and assessing the role astronauts played in
shaping public memory. Cameras were the tools to tell the story of spaceflight.
The images created imprinted lasting visual memories on our shared cultural
consciousness.

My examination of astronaut photography utilizes visuals as a means of under-

standing both their influence on, and place in, a complicated visual landscape.

Popular and historical scholarship regularly characterizes this period as the height
of visual chaos with television news, magazines, art, and other media presenting a

battery of images to confront and sometimes offend the viewer’s senses. In complete
contrast, NASA provided images of humans in space, technological achieve-

ments, and the discoveries of space exploration. Those inside and outside the space

program consistently used powerful visuals in addition to well-worn rhetoric to
promote space exploration as a core mission, affirming President Kennedy’s vision
of American culture. Using photographs as tools to influence policymakers and the

public alike reflected the interpretive nature of photography. As a tool for public
relations, engineering documentation, scientific investigation, and recording the
experience itself, astronaut photography opened the door to understanding human
space exploration.
2
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To contextualize the images historically requires a framework for interpreting

them. Scholarship in four areas informs my argument and shapes the organization

of this book: technology, communications, visual culture, and public memory. These
topics have well-established historiographies, but very few instances, even unrelated

to space history, attempt to examine astronaut photography using these frameworks.
My study extends recent scholarship that sought to engage with similar materials

or subject matter, but this interpretation is unique in its focus on astronaut images

seen in terms of the visual culture of the 1960s. 3 I demonstrate how deeply these

images penetrated American culture because of their broad intent, availability,

circulation, and appeal to audiences, far and beyond that of exploration of the past. 4
These visual products, created by our proxies in space, became a significant point of
departure for American culture during the Cold War, symbolizing a psychological
victory despite the tragedies of the period.

Some boundaries are in order for any historical work. I tell this story from a

specifically American perspective because the images were provided by American

astronauts for a predominantly American audience. Their effects and ultimate legacy are, however, clearly global. I also bound this book by the years dedicated to

accomplishing the most audacious American goal of the Cold War: sending a

human to the Moon. This early period, sometimes referred to as the heroic age
of human spaceflight, began with NASA’s selection of astronauts in 1959 and the
end of Project Apollo in December 1972. Excluded from this study is photography

beyond Apollo. By the time of Skylab in 1973 and the later Space Shuttle program
of the 1980s, changes inside and outside NASA shifted the focus of the human

spaceflight program. Camera types expanded, scientific uses grew dramatically, and

the results changed as the astronauts do not leave Earth orbit, a subject worthy of
a separate study of its own.

For historians, research material often takes the form of written words in

sources such as diaries, memos, letters, and other textual material. The wordless

nature of images makes them less comfortable territory. Reading an image for
information, as art historians and visual culture experts do, is an acquired skill,

and the potential for a multiplicity of interpretations can frustrate the best historians. In the case of astronaut photography, scholars from a range of backgrounds

have engaged with the images as both evidence and art. I seek to forge a path

through the middle, engaging with the material in terms of the visual constructed
by the written.
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Unpacking this subject using a single historiographical context such as visual

culture, art history, technology, or public memory too narrowly defines the study,
although all four used equally would not take into account the nature of resources

and documentation available. Some technical and nontechnical studies published
since the Apollo program engaged with astronaut photographs on some level, but
typically only as illustrations of a point about a larger part of the program. My

study requires the interpretation of documentary, photographic, and technologi-

cal evidence to understand the cultural significance of astronaut photography. By

incorporating a wide set of materials in this study, including a close visual reading
of key photographs, I aim to move beyond intellectual monographs or narrow
technological histories that make little use of the rich primary sources and oral

histories. 5 My goal is to not only address the specifics of mission photography that

lead to iconic astronaut photographs, but also examine them within the context of
photography, the power of images, and their ongoing cultural resonance.

EXPLORATION AND TECHNOLOGY
Within the history of exploration, camera technology offered the opportunity to

chronicle journeys for science, commercialization, and public relations. The concept
of exploration implies a harsh working environment, with potential pitfalls and

situations explorers cannot predict. Photographic work in such conditions presents
additional challenges, whether the conditions are the diverse terrain of the unexplored American West in the late nineteenth century, the treacherous Antarctic
ice sheet around the turn of the twentieth century, or the cold vacuum of space.

This study is about not only early astronaut photography, but also the related

historical situations of imaging in extreme conditions. Recent scholarship from
Elizabeth Kessler illustrated a formula similar to the one I use here by connecting
visual culture and technological capabilities in exploration settings. Kessler’s study

interprets Hubble Space Telescope images as the byproduct of both scientific data
and an existing understanding of and connection with landscape painting from

the nineteenth century. 6 My work likewise examines the process: technological

choices made along the way and training test pilots to do work traditionally done
by professional photographers. Prior expeditionary projects, those to the American
West and Antarctic regions, employed trained photographers, men who by

4
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education or trade knew the technology and how to maximize issues of lighting,
exposure, and composition. In the case of astronaut photography, its position within

mission-planning priorities was far from the top. While professional photographers

employed by NASA assisted in selecting camera equipment, training the astronauts
in camera use, and developing the films postflight, the art of making a well-composed
and elegant photograph was not intentional or sometimes possible for astronaut-

photographers. Time and location usually did not allow for much flexibility. None
of the hallmarks of what define a professional artistic photographer, other than

capturing images with a camera, was present in the experiences of the astronauts
responsible for memorable views of our first forays into outer space.

Astronaut photography also fits within the discipline of the history of

technology. Specialized histories of spaceflight technologies abound, including a

few on cameras specifically, but none of those approaches the serious contemporary
scholarship that shapes the field.7 Of particular interest are works by Philip Scranton

on a community-based approach to understanding technological developments in

spaceflight and their influence within society, and David Mindell on the human-

machine interface as seen with the development of the Apollo computers. 8 These
multidisciplinary approaches to the history of technology delve into the more

complex stories behind the creation of technologies as opposed to the focused,
fetishized histories written previously, histories that focused on what Scranton calls

the “mastery of technology.” This study, therefore, takes a multidisciplinary approach
to avoid the well-trodden ground of specialized camera technology histories so as
not to prize the detail over an assessment of its role in changing American cultural
memory. My explanation of astronaut photography, including the cameras selected

and used during flight, offers a unique opportunity to see, in the literal sense, a
type of technology as a fundamental part of how American culture and memory

continue to represent and understand the spaceflight experience. Critical to my

formation of that argument is Ruth Schwartz Cowan’s landmark piece on the

social construction of technologies through networks of consumer decisions. 9 Her

analysis would suggest, in the case of my study, that the position of consumer inside
a network could be filled by those at NASA selecting cameras and in audiences
outside of NASA using the images.

Coupled with these nuanced examinations of spaceflight history, broad tech-

nological histories help shape the direction of this book. David Nye’s American
Technological Sublime offers a well-reasoned framework for how the sight of
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technological achievements shaped the American understanding of them, while call-

ing attention to similarities between views of the American West and spaceflight. 10

My argument, in concert with Nye’s characterization of how such experiences can
bind a society together, is that this process was made possible in the Space Age

through the images captured by the astronauts. Anyone could see what astronauts

achieved. We now live in a society that expects amazing technological achievements

as the norm, and we require visuals to believe them. In the fast-paced, Twitter-ized
culture of the early twenty-first century, one might ask if even photographs, so often

scrutinized today for signs of surreptitious Photoshopping, will remain the gold
standard as evidence of the spectacles of space exploration.

COMMUNICATING SPACEFLIGHT
What makes astronaut photography such an interesting topic is both its deep pen-

etration into American culture and its global spread as a means of communicating

the accomplishments of NASA engineers, scientists, and astronauts. There was
an implicit trust in the mimetic quality of the images. Roland Barthes explained

that some visual evidence requires no language or key because “for all the kinds
of images only the photograph is able to transmit the (literal) information without

forming it by means of discontinuous signs and rules of transformation.” 11 While

the audience for astronaut photography may be broad, the astronaut-photographers

were by no means artists. It was the images, far more than their words, that became
the literal focal point for most memories of the early human spaceflight program.

By examining astronaut photography, I am seeking to expand our historical

and cultural understanding of the early space program in a specifically American
context. Moving and still images add richness, texture, and dimension to life
otherwise captured in impressions made through words on paper or in memories

saved in our minds. Sigmund Freud called a photograph the screen onto which
we project visual memories. 12 Similarly, theorist Siegfried Kracauer posited that
photography is an attempt to capture a spatial continuum while history captures

the temporal continuum. 13 The generation of a spatial concept of a historical
moment, one passed but not necessarily experienced personally, required accurate

photographs and information, especially for a public already immersed in the visual
documentation of contemporary life. Seeing events from around the world on the
6
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nightly news or in the pages of daily newspapers and weekly magazines linked the
possibility of remembering global events through associated visuals, not just in the
words generated by journalists.

Because a wide audience viewed the images, the range of possible reactions

was equally broad. Those who financially supported expeditions may have found
satisfaction in the economic development possibilities seen in images: potential

mineral deposits or natural resources seen in photographs of western American
regions, or the lack of resources in polar images. Michel Foucault addressed this

in his discussion of power, explaining that one expression of power is the control
of images. In the case of astronaut photography, both NASA and the astronauts
wielded power as the arbiters of image content. 14 Institutions define many of the

rules by which these elements of the cultural communication occur, but the interpretation of images remains in the minds of the audiences. Their needs shaped
the ways in which the photography was distributed. In each case examined here,

however, the broadest version of the public audience was not the intended primary
consumer of the photographs, but rather those who chose intentionally to employ

them for their own purposes. With so many audiences, interesting and dynamic
possibilities for reaction and interpretation existed.

Using Barthes’ theory of images, my study also examines the symbolic and

literal messages (connoted and denoted, in his terms) of astronaut photography.

Reading these images brings forth a variety of impressions, associations, and memories. Literal messages in spaceflight are obvious: a rock was in a specific position

when collected by an astronaut. Denoted messages convey information in similar

literal ways to those seen in scientific or medical photographs. Connoted messages
vary by the subjective attitudes, beliefs, and other psychological filters used by

people when analyzing visual information. To read an image, to process informa-

tion from it in a strategic way, requires a level of interpretation that brings forward
elements seen as more dominant or important and pushes to the side elements

deemed less significant. 15 This book explores the production of these symbolic and

literal messages within the historical, cultural, and political contexts of this early
period of human spaceflight.

What is essentially a visual culture study set within the context of examinations

of human spaceflight requires looking outside of space history literature to second-

ary works that guide it toward a place within other historiographical narratives.
Studies abound of the meaning of photography of newly explored places and the
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function of photography in culture. 16 To focus my work, I call attention to what is

essential to the narrative of astronaut photographic reception, situating all of these

issues within a framework established by other histories of exploration photography.

At its core, the story of astronaut photography is about the imaging of exploration
by humans, but not necessarily professionals; a visual record created by the few who

made the journey for those who did not. Across the scope of exploration projects

over the last century and a half, these experiences stand as key moments in which
ideas of success, failure, pride, and discovery depended on a visual record.

VISUAL CULTURE AND SPACEFLIGHT
Visual culture, the study of the relationship between the visual and the consumer,

provides a framework with which to analyze the production, dissemination, and

reaction to astronaut photography. Leveraging this scholarship helps determine
what the astronaut photographs mean in American culture, from the turbulent

years during which the United States went to the Moon through to the present.

Approaching them this way also opens up opportunities to see where astronaut

photography shares a visual legacy with works from the history of photography
and exploration. Exploration with cameras in the century prior to Apollo cameras

created a visual catalog rich in rhetoric that informed, though only subconsciously,

the types of images NASA sought to distribute to viewers. To study the visual
culture of space exploration means, as other scholars have done with exploration

of the American West and Antarctica, examining how the images were made,
circulated, and understood by audiences. That approach shapes why I assert that

these images are critical to understanding the period in which they were captured
and what they continue to mean to viewers today.

American notions of the frontier and national ideals guided early percep-

tions of astronaut photography, but readings of the images challenge the use of

such rhetoric in relationship to space exploration. NASA refrained from assigning grand meanings to astronaut photographs in the text accompanying images,

choosing to supply only basic information in captions and press releases. Notably,

social commentators, including Archibald MacLeish and James Dickey, wrote

essays about the implications of astronaut photography. 17 Through images, people
could feel as though they participated in a historic moment that only a handful of

8
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Americans actually experienced: circling the Earth or Moon in spacecraft barely
larger than midsize sedans. 18 As Daniel Boorstin stated at the beginning of the

Space Age, “[Travelers] found amazement and delight and have reflected that life
back home need not always remain what it has been . . . there are more things in

heaven and earth than was dreamt of in their philosophy, that the possibilities of
life are not exhausted on Main Street.” 19 The public were to some degree guided in

their understanding of the images by noted writers, coming to understand astro-

naut photography in terms other than those NASA expected. Astronaut voyages in
space provided the sense of the sublime sought by audiences, providing an escape
from daily reality.

Within the visual evidence produced during the space program lay three

general media types available for examination: movies, still images, and art. To
maintain consistent and focused terminology, technology, and evidence, select-

ing one medium is necessary. Scholars Kathy Keltner-Previs and Ann Goodyear

addressed visual communication during the early space program, but they focused
on television and art, respectively, and not the production, dissemination, and
reception of still images to form a complete visual narrative. 20 Still photographs

distributed broadly via local, national, and global news outlets in printed form make
for a sufficiently narrow but interesting study. Television and movie footage, in the

form of broadcast signals and film, provided media for production teams to display
space accomplishments for a fleeting moment. Until fairly recently with digital

technology and the Internet, moving images were far more difficult to reproduce
and share, resulting in a less permanent place in public memory.

A critical method for conveying space successes, my study contends, are the

photographs created by participants in the experiences of leaving Earth. This may be

associated with the overlap between early human spaceflight and W. J. T. Mitchell’s
definition of a period he calls the pictorial turn: when American culture moved from

reliance on the printed word to visual media for news information. 21 Images astro-

nauts returned from space became vital contributions to public memory of human
spaceflight as well as critical pieces of evidence for scientific research. As visual

scholar John Tagg points out, however, the camera is never neutral. 22 The U.S.

government and particularly NASA seemed to sway public opinion with stunning

photographs taken by astronauts. But in reality, even images could not push support

for space exploration much beyond the 50 percent mark at the height of NASA’s
popularity in the late 1960s. 23 Apparently, even the seeming unimpeachable status
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of photographs did not drive public opinion or encourage additional political support for funding human spaceflight once NASA achieved Kennedy’s lunar goal.

Visual, scientific, and technological benefits proved too little in comparison to the
social, economic, and political pressures of the 1970s.

REMEMBERING OUR HEROES
Historian David Lubin made the case for how iconic images become entrenched in
public memory because they revisit previously seen images with familiar content. 24
The ease of obtaining printed reproductions of photographs in newspapers or

magazines throughout the last half of the twentieth century meant they often
served as commemorative items of historic moments. From the perspective of at

least one person, Richard Underwood, who trained early American astronauts
in photographic techniques, the quality of astronaut photographs was the key

to their “immortality” as explorers. 25 As one present in the moment, it was easy

to overemphasize the potential of photographs, but Underwood’s suggestion

considered the possible disconnect between astronauts and images that could unfold
long after the days of the heroic exploration of space. As Benjamin Lazier points
out, “It is one thing to trace the spread of use of the images themselves . . . but

it is something else to track how the planetary horizons afforded by photographs

of the whole Earth have surmounted, inflected, complemented, or corrupted the
earth-bound horizons of everyday experience.” 26 Still photography, however, may

well be the best, most important source of fixing permanently in public memory
the success of the U.S. space program of the 1960s.

While many people remember astronaut achievements before the contributions

of hundreds of thousands of people who enabled their flights, I see a disconnection

of astronauts themselves from public memory because of the management of the

photography. Rarely do astronauts appear in mission photographs, and often those

seen outside the spacecraft are for purposes of scale, not really posed or planned.
Some exceptions to this observation are the images recognizable as icons of the

period: Ed White spacewalking with the backdrop of the Earth (Figure Intro. 2)

or Buzz Aldrin saluting the U.S. flag on the Moon (Figure Intro. 3). With limited
examples of images that serve as evidence of human activity in space, I argue a
general disassociation exists between specific personal information in images and
10
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Figure Intro. 2. Astronaut Edward White performing the first U.S. spacewalk, photographed by James McDivitt, June 3, 1965, S65-30431 (NASA).

Figure Intro. 3. Astronaut Buzz Aldrin saluting the U.S. flag on the Moon during the
Apollo 11 mission, July 20, 1969, AS11-40-5874 (NASA).

the generalized impressions that endure in public memory. Many people realize

a vague fact such as “humans did it,” but not that Gene Cernan was commander
of Apollo 17, the last human mission to the Moon. Underwood’s statement about

immortality then applies in a general sense to the images and activities of astronauts, not necessarily the exact people who carried them out.

While American historical scholarship tends to neglect spaceflight and astro-

naut photography as a serious topic, ongoing usage and consideration of the images

reflects their cemented place in public memory. The formation of those memories,
as argued by Maurice Halbwachs and memory scholars since involves the mixing
of individual and socially constructed memories, one informing the other either

intentionally or not. 27 Fundamental to perpetuating the memory of early human

spaceflight, memory scholars would suggest, are the constant reminders about the
events. In the case of the first person walking on the Moon, NASA uses the

media and especially online social media tools to provide consistent and constant

visual reflections. These spaces for focusing shared memories become what Pierre

Nora called lieux de mémoire, sites of memory found at intersections between his-

tory and memory. 28 In the context of this book, these sites, more frequently than

not, feature astronaut photography. 29 Collective remembrance scholarship since
Halbwachs even engages with how when individual memories do not exist (for

example, in the case of those not alive when Armstrong’s first steps took place),
ongoing commemoration of the past can serve to reinforce collective memory. 30 I

argue that NASA astronaut images serve as what scholar Alison Landsberg refers
to as prosthetic memories, which allow personal connections to moments of the

past because of the emergence of mass culture, even when those events were not

experienced personally. 31 The ease of duplicating images, then as now, means that

the perpetual publication of astronaut images in commemoration of early human
spaceflight keeps the memory of that period alive and well, especially during signif-

icant anniversaries. The photographs inscribed upon NASA and the astronauts an
emotional and indelible link to the public memory Richard Underwood predicted
in his preparation of astronauts for their photographic work.

Photography by astronauts throughout the space program, to include the Space

Shuttle and International Space Station programs, have been devices for stimulating
and reviving positive feelings about the successes of human spaceflight. Companies
across the United States and some in Europe who contributed technological elements

to NASA’s programs have capitalized on that success. Through visually compelling
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advertisements and press kits, those companies used publicly accessible astronaut
photographs to remind viewers of their role in a visually compelling way. 32 Such
connections linger even today with the marking of Omega watches, Hasselblad

cameras, General Motors, and Plantronics using effective visual references to their
involvement in the Apollo program. 33 For print media especially, the availability of

a wealth of stunning imagery meant a nearly endless ability to access the good will
that still connects public memory with the early space program of the United States.

Despite astronaut photography serving to connect current public memory with

early human spaceflight, our cultural literacy about this period is open to question.
Astronaut images are forms of mass media that contain unrealized potential to
transcend time and shape cultural memories. As those triumphant moments move

farther into the past and generations with no personal memories of the Cold War
Space Race make decisions about the shape of space exploration, the power of

astronaut photography as a means of perpetuating public memory should mean a
greater attention to why they have such significance. Their meaning, if transcendent, will survive and thrive long past the lives of anyone involved in making the
photographs a reality, as they nearly have already.

Evaluating the place of astronaut photography within our shared American

cultural memory requires stepping back to look at the creation of those images as

part of the relationship between producers and their audiences. We often accept as

granted a certain ease of capturing photographs using modern technology at our
fingertips, but astronauts, launching atop massive rockets and taking risks to sim-

ply survive in space, spent what time they could sharing the look of space through
photos and the feel of space through their words. Allowing astronauts to step
back from spacecraft operations and secure visual representations of what they saw

required NASA to go about finding the right equipment, process, and distribution
to solidify those images in the public consciousness.
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